speckle interferometry and interferometry with multiple
systems were extensively discussed together with the
theoretical limitations of these techniques. Then the needs for
high angular resolutions in all fields of astronomy from the solar
system to the galaxies have been presented.
Good arguments have been given for both solutions, single
and multiple apertures. Some lively discussions on this subject
have shown that any decision would be premature.
The workshop proceedings will be published by ESO in a few
weeks.
P. V.
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Photometrie, Speetroseopie and
IUE Observations of X-ray Binaries
H. Mauder, University of Tübingen
Introduction
X-ray binaries offer the unique opportunity to study the
properties of neutron stars in some detail. In arecent article
E. J. Zuiderwijk (THE MESSENGER No. 19, p. 18, 1970) discussed the "Standard Model" of X-ray binaries with massive
components, demonstrating the difficulties in lightcurve
analysis and mass determination. The model is relatively
simple: anormal primary star, wh ich can be observed in visual
light, and a neutron star form a binary system. The most
important constraint is given by the "Limiting Roche Lobe", a
critical surface, wh ich is confining the maximum possible
radius of the primary star, The size of this lobe, in units of the
separation of the two stars, is dependent only on their mass
ratio. Thus the radius of the primary star gives a Iimiting value
for the mass ratio.
It is assumed thatthe optical star is in bound rotation, which
means thatthe rotational period of the star is identical with the
orbital period of the binary system. Thus, tl'le orientation of the
star relatively to the axis connecting both components is
constant, an assumption wh ich seems quite plausible due to
the strong lidal deformation in very close binary systems. If,
however, the primary star shows unbound rotation, then the
size of the limiting lobe is different from the normal case of
bound rotation and as a consequence, a different value for the
mass of the neutron star is possible.
Another problem is the mass transfer, which is necessary to
make the binary star an X-ray binary. The kinetic energy of the
gas falling onto the neutron star is converted into heat, atthe

surface of the neutron star a temperature of about 107 K is
reached, giving rise to strong X-ray emission. There are two
possible mechanisms for the mass transfer: Either the primary
star, due to its evolution, has expanded up to its limiting Roche
lobe and the malter overflowing this lobe is falling on the
neutron star, or the primary star loses mass due to a strong
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Fig. 1: The He I 4026 A line of Vela X-1. Lefl part: uncorrecled line
profile. Righl parI: Correcled for high frequency noise.
Bol/om: profile of a single line. Middle: profiles of alt Ihe 14 speclra
used. Top: mean profile.
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